
	  

Bass Lines You Should Know: Week 3 
 

Bob Marley And The Wailers – Stir It Up 
Bass Line Played by, Aston ‘Family Man’ Barrett 

 
This lesson contains: 
 

• A Video Demonstration 
• A Lesson Outline Document 
• A Downloadable Mp3 Playalong Track 

 
I have decided to add Aston Barrett’s great bass line on Bob Marley And The Wailers song 
‘Stir It Up’ to this list of Must Know Bass Lines, due to the popularity and the pure genius of 
the line itself.  
 
In this lesson we will study and analyze the excerpt we performed in the video along with a 
transcription in notation and tablature. 
 
It is important to analyze anything you transcribe against the harmony. 
 
Doing this is an important step for you to get inside the players head and figure out where 
they were coming from in terms of the note choices they made. This way we can learn how 
to create our own lines and our own voice as a musician. 
 
In the Tony Grey Bass Academy we are dedicated to helping and guiding you throughout 
your journey to creating your own voice on your instrument.  
 
There are a lot of systemized and structured courses designed to help you practice and think 
creatively.  
 
About The Bass Player 
 
Music was very big in the Barrett family, with both Family-man's father and grandfather 
being accomplished musicians. Family-man is a self-taught musician, having created his very 



	  

own bass, a one-stringer at an early age, where he would play with his brother Carlton, who 
would play drums on empty paint cans. It wasn't until some time later that Family-man 
received his first real bass. Family-man's first band was called the Hippy Boys and consisted 
of Max Romeo on vocals, Alva "Reggie" Lewis on guitar, Glen "Capo" Adams on keyboard, 
Carlton ‘Carlie’ Barrett on drums and Family-man on bass. The musicians in this band later 
went on to form The Upsetters, Lee Perry's unbeatable backing band, recording some of the 
most well-known Lee Perry & The Upsetter tracks, including "Clint Eastwood," "Return Of 
Django," "Eastwood Rides Again," among many others. The first song that the Hippy Boys 
recorded for Lee Perry was "Medical Operation," and usually whenever the group had 
recording sessions, they used the name the Hippy Boys, but when they performed live they 
went under the Reggae Boys. 

Family-man's status as a musician increased when he and the rest of the Hippy Boys 
recorded their first songs with The Wailers, including the songs "Black Progress" and "Hold 
On To That Feeling." The Hippy Boys/Reggae Boys/Upsetters officially joined forces with The 
Wailers in 1969, becoming a full band unit, and Family-man has remained a member of The 
Wailers ever since.  

The quality and output of Wailers songs featuring Family-man are easily some of the best 
reggae ever recorded, and it was Family-man's bass that was the backbone for The Wailers 
sound. With Bob Marley & The Wailers, Family-man recorded on every Island Records' album, 
touring the world dozens of times over, performing other duties besides bass, including 
acting as the band's musical director and helping to mix and produce several of these classic 
albums. After some time off following Bob Marley's death in 1981, Family-man helped to put 
The Wailers Band back together, releasing several albums including "I.D.," "Majestic 
Warriors," and "Jah Message," as well as still continuing to tour the world over as the band's 
backbone, all the while furthering the message of Bob Marley & The Wailers.  

In this weeks lesson we will be breaking down and analyzing one of Aston “Family Man” 
Barrett’s many classic and inspiring Bass Lines with “Stir It Up” from Bob Marley And The 
Wailers. 
 



	  

 
 
Aston “Family Man” Barrett’s Bass line here may seem simple enough but really that’s the 
genius of it. As many of his Bass Lines they are the backbone and the hook of the music. If 
you took away everything from the track but the Vocals and his Bass Line you wouldn’t miss 
a thing. He manages to use only what is needed and is a true servant for the music. This 
requires a lot of maturity and love for what you do. 
 
Many great talented bassists get over looked due to the incessant over playing.  
 
All Bass Lines, Melodies and Solos that sound good, sound good for a reason. These reasons 
are basically broken down and dependent on a combination of 4 things: 
 

1. The Time Feel: (how the line is played and felt) 
2. The Dynamics: (If everything was velocity it would sound very robotic. We need 

our lines to have a human quality to sound musical) Aston “Family Man” 
Barrett’s sound is as important as the note choices he makes. Working on your 
sound is so important. 

3. The Chord Tones: (How these Chord Tones are Approached and if the right 
Diatonic Passing Tones are used in-between them, this is achieved by 
understanding and being able to analyze Chord Progressions correctly or just 
having really great ears and confidence) 

4. Confidence: (Confidence can give our lines the intention they need to give 
conviction to the music. Being tentative can really destroy the flow and energy 



	  

of the music which can have a knock on effect for the rest of the musicians and 
the listener. Studying and practicing can really give us all the tools we need to 
feel good about what we are doing and enable us to let go of the fear so we can 
just play and enjoy. We have listened and absorbed music our whole lives, we 
already know and feel this stuff. It’s only our fears that make us feel we don’t) 

 
Analysis 
 
This Bass Line is really broken down into 2 sections. Here is Section A. Both sections last 2 
Bars each. 
 

 
 
The Chord Progression is the Classic I, IV, V movement which is the bases of hundreds of 
popular tunes. However Aston “Family Man” Barrett still manages to make his Bass Lines 
unforgettable. 
 
Bar 1 
 

 
 
Bar 1  
 

• Beat 1-2 contains the Root (A) and 3rd (C#) of the Chord. 
 

• Beat 3-4 is a Diatonic Passing Tone (D) that moves back to the 3rd (C#) in Beat 4 



	  

Bar 2 
 

 
 
Bar 2  
 

• Beat 1-2 contains the D Major Triad built off the Root (D, F# A) 
 

• Beat 3-4 contains the E Major Triad built off the Root (E, G# B) 
 
 
Here is Section B. 
 

 
 
The B Section contains the same chords but the Bass Line is a lot more sparse. 
 
Bar 3 
 

 
 
 



	  

Bar 3  
 

• Beat 1-2 contains the Root (A) and 3rd (C#) of the Chord. In-between these Chord 
Tones is a Diatonic Passing Tone. This is a great musical way of making these Chord 
Tones sing. 

 
Bar 4 
 

 
 
Bar 4  
 

• Beat 1-2 contains the Root (D) and 3rd (F#) of the Chord. In-between these Chord 
Tones is again a Diatonic Passing Tone.  
 

• Beat 3-4 Is just a Half Note Rest. Rests in music are just as important as the notes. It’s 
really what defines a line. If the music doesn’t need it the why play it. This takes a lot of 
courage and your ego in check to be able on the stage he was on to create such a 
great bass line with nothing but love for the music. 

 
Recap 
 
When you break down this Bass Line you really can see why it sounds so great.  
Some of the Techniques that make this Bass Line are? 
 

• Chord Tones 
•  Diatonic Passing Tones 
• Triads 
• Space 

 



	  

Listen to the original recording of this track pay attention to Aston Barrett’s sound.  
 
He has a very clear way of playing and articulating the groove. It’s all about the conviction 
and intention of the groove that really makes this a masterpiece.  
 
In the Video Demonstration I talk about his great tone and different ways of achieving it. 
Once you understand all this stuff and can really feel it start experimenting with some of 
these ideas to compose your own grooves. Try playing variations along with the Play-along 
track. 
 
I hope you enjoyed this weeks Bass Line breakdown and don’t forget every Monday there 
will be a new video to try and guess the Bass Player and Track. There is an opportunity to win 
a free month inside the Academy along with some great giveaways from Aguilar 
Amplification. 
 
Stay inspired! 
 
Tony Grey 
 

  
 


